People power is the fundamental concept of democracy and power of the people is exercised though voting. People decide who should be elected to make decisions for them. However, if people do not properly participate in the voting process and only two-thirds of all eligible voters participate in an election, the democratic institution loses its credibility and becomes vulnerable. This paper investigates various changes in voting institutions throughout the USA with a simulation model that analyzes the efficacy of such methods to attain higher voter turnout.
Introduction
Democracy is generally defined as a form of government in which all people have an equal say in the decisions that affect their lives [1] . But all people should be involved in a decision process and exercise their rights to prevent the selected few from controlling the system by proxy. The USA has the lowest voter turnout rate in the world [2] . While more than 90 percent of people cast their votes in Australia, Malta, Chile and Luxemburg, only 40 percent of citizens cast their votes in America [2] ( Table 1) . Data (Figure 1 ) also show that young Americans vote less often than those people over 65 years old. Low voter turnout rate and active voter concentration in a certain age group is a serious threat to American democracy: interest groups can easily influence the outcome though media outlets or crafting policies which benefit a certain age group. To ensure our democracy is protected, I developed this model to improve voter turnout uniformly among the entire adult population.
Voter turnout data (Figure 2 ) from 2000 to 2010 show that about 10 -15 percent more Americans participate in voting during a presidential election than during a midterm election. From historical evidence, we observe that the midterm congressional power switching causes the incumbent president to waste the rest of their presidency fighting back and forth with the newly elected congress; the president can hardly work on the projects and promises he was elected for. Therefore, we can conclude that a low midterm election turnout causes more damages to our system than we anticipate.
America's voter turnout problem is among the worst of any established democracy [3] . During each election we observe major voter registration efforts launched by various parties and organizations. Despite these efforts, the turnout rate remains constant during last the two decades. Many new democracies are emerging and they look-up to countries like USA for guidance. Moreover, if we can uncover a strategy, many of these new democracies can benefit from this. This project takes the USA as a case study and investigates whether we can improve voter turnout. Before proposing how to improve voter turnout, first we need to understand the psychology and mathematics that govern voter behavior. The basic formula for determining whether someone will vote is: [4] .
Here, P is the probability that an individual's vote will affect the outcome of an election; B is the perceived benefit that would be received if that person's favored political party or candidate was elected; Even though D originally stood for democracy or civic duty, currently it represents any social or personal gratification an individual gets from voting; C is the time, effort, and financial cost involved in voting. Since P is virtually zero in most elections, PB is also near zero, and thus D is the most important element in motivating people to vote. For a person to vote, these factors must outweigh C. Based on this theoretical fact, this model investigates the possibility of changing various governmental laws which can lead to D maximization.
Voter turnout is a serious topic in many countries resulting in different measures to ensure high voter turnout and adoption of the compulsory voting among the winning ones. Compulsory voting may encourage voters to research the candidates' political positions more thoroughly. Since they are voting anyway they may take more of an interest in the nature of the politicians they may vote for, rather than simply opting out. This means candidates need to appeal to a more general audience, rather than a small section of the community [5] . In the 1922 Australian federal election the voter turnout was 59.38%. This was considered a very low figure and thus in 1924, Australia adopted a compulsory voting system. In the 1925 Australian federal election, the voter turnout was 91.4 percent, an increase of 32 percentage points from the previous election [6] .
Even though it yields a great turnout rate, compulsory voting may seem like unnecessary pressure on people. There has been a proposal making voting mandatory in India and some people are totally furious over the idea claiming Australians were trying to repeal their own law. . The Netherlands figures suggest that if compulsory voting were abolished in Australia, it is likely that the turnout of voters will fall by 10 -20 percent [7] which is much smaller than the initial gain from the compulsory mandate.
America was founded on civil liberties and any form of law that makes citizens obligated to do something is historically struck-down by the judicial system [8] . Therefore, like many other countries, a compulsory voting mechanism will not be practiced in America. Moreover, making compulsory voting would require a constitutional amendment. Amending the American constitution is a very complex process and every state must consent to such changes. Therefore, some other mechanism that does not require a compulsory voting mandate would be more practical for America.
Ease of voting and voter registration contributes to higher voter turnout. US states with no, or easier, registration requirements have larger turnouts [9] . We live in a different time of history. Instead of going to a local county office to pay taxes or visiting the DMV office for registration renewal, we achieve such tasks electronically by sitting in front of our computers. Studies show 21.5 percent Americans did not vote in 1996 because of their busy schedule [10] .
My proposed model consists of improving voter turnout based on changing existing processes and policies.
Process improvement of this model suggests implementing an e-voting system. Many countries are adopting e-voting and biometric identification based e-voting system to ensure greater participation [11] . E-voting will allow people to cast their vote from anywhere. It will also attract voters between the ages of 18 
Model
In this modeling project, I am proposing the idea of making people vote though alternative law changes instead of compulsory voting. For example, to ensure personnel availability during war time, the United States adopted a law mandating all citizen between age 18 and 26 must register for Selective Service. The Selective Service System is a means by which the United States government maintains information on those potentially subject to military conscription [12] . To make this policy successful, government further mandated Registration for Selective Service as a requirement for various federal programs and benefits, including student loans, job training, federal employment, and naturalization [13] . From its establishment in 1940, the Selective Service policy under went several political high and low points including eventual abolishment in 1975 by President Ford and then re-establishment in 1980 by President Carter.
Based on the success of the Selective Service Registration and public acceptance of this mandate over time, the proposed model has incorporated similar legal changes that would require people vote instead of opting for a hopeless compulsory voting constitutional change. The proposed changes to increase voter turnout are as follows:  Voting record mandatory for student loan;  Voting record mandatory for social security benefit;  Voting record mandatory for welfare assistance;  Voting record mandatory for federal grants;  Implement mobile/internet/electronic voting.
If the government follows these recommendations and adopts these changes, the proposed model indicates (Figure 3 ) voter participation will jump as lawmakers adopt various changes requiring people vote and requiring local and state government make electronic voting available. However, such legal changes and desired system outcomes are only possible in theory. In the real world, not everyone favors high voter turnout. There will be constant impediments to either abolish these policies or to interrupt the system and decrease the expected turnout. It took almost 50 years for the Selective Service Registration to not be considered propaganda against civil liberty. There is a political push to abolish compulsory voting in Australia even though 70% of the population favors it ( Table 2) .
This model introduces the term "indirect compulsory" which stands for making a voting record compulsory to qualify for certain government sponsored benefits. The model shows this strategy will yield similar results in the long run as it has in countries like Australia and Chile through the compulsory voting mandate. The proposed model consists of three stages:
At the first stage, a law will be adopted slowly implementing the agenda of an Indirect Compulsory strategy. However, after we reach a certain turnout threshold, forces against the high turnout will realize how bad it is to have many people voting. With 40% of people voting in the USA, it cost politicians close to a trillion dollar during an election season. If over 60% of people cast their votes, the cost of campaigns and caving to interest groups will be tremendously affected for a politician. As a result, the Intervention Stage will kick in where forces against the high turnout will start introducing legal c pass laws to cut student loans and welfare funds, relaxing the mandate for an e-voting mechanism. But, if this intervention fails to destroy voter turnout growth, over a long period voter turnout will reach unexpected highs. This situation will make politicians vulnerable and special interest group almost powerless. As a result, hapless politicians and special interest groups will go to the Supreme Court. Hypothetically through their influence or balance of power in the court, the anti-high voter turnout group will eventually convince the court to rule against the provisions and make people vote for government assisted benefits thereby abolishing a mandate for evoting availability. The model shows some interesting results in the aftermath of this Supreme Court intervention period which I call "Abolishment".
From a simplistic point of view, after rnout rate will go to back to 40% for US elections. However, the byproduct of the required voting period changes the voter turnout dynamics unprecedently. At first, people will vote for long periods because of mandate. Ironically, because of the habit forming aspect of voting [14] , not all of them will stop voting post Abolishment. Secondly, higher turnout for a long period can influence many more new voters who do not fall under the mandate. A Harvard University poll said 61% of first-time voters polled in 2004 cited the importance of families and organizations in voting [15] . Researchers at Yale University and the University of Northern Iowa have demonstrated that social pressure can lead to higher voter turnout [16] . Furthermore, in a 2006 survey of first-time younger black voters, the National Coalition for Black Civic Participation Project found that first-time voters overwhelmingly cited families and community organizations as the most important influences in voting and becoming educated on the issues [17] . Therefore, this model demonstrates that if a vo irement mandate stays in affect for long time, the system will build enough momentum to maintain and drive voter turnout even after a sharp drop following the Abolishment. Voter turnout declines post Abolishment are about 15% in this model. This value is close to the value we have observed in the Netherlands when they abolished the compulsory voting system after 50 years [7] . This model assumes positive growth is possible only if total turnout remains above 50% after the Abolishment. In the first scenario (Figure 4) , the mandate was in effect for 40 years and created enough natural and habitual voters because of the social factors and thus the system displayed positive gains after the Abolishment. However, in the second scenario (Figure 5) , the mandate was in effect for only 20 years and it did not produce enough natural or habitual voters to maintain the growth post Abolishment.
This proposed m Indirect Compulsory mandates are in effect for a long time. As seen in Australia, by 1921 they only had 54% people voting and after compulsory voting mandate for the last 90 years, researchers are predicting that voter turnout will remain above 75% if the compulsory voting mandate is removed. This data indicates that to establish 
